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Interstate rRuk 

( 

Dear Assistant 

The Connecticut Department of Environfifhental Protection (CT DF.1>) has been carefally analyzing the 
U.S . Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) Rule to Reduce Interstate Transport ofFlne Particulate 
Matter and Ozone (CAI.)) (70 Fed. Reg. 25162, May 12, 2003). In so doing, CT DEP staff have 
identified general concerns about the approach CAM employs and the resulting emissions reductions as 
well as specific concerns about the method and data EPA used to calculate Connecticut's CAIIt ozone 
season NDx budget and EPA's understanding of the units to which CAIR applies. 

As you know, there was no opportunity for States to review and comment on the method uscd to 
determine the state budgets themselves . Therefore, we would expect that EPA will consider and make 
technical corrections to Connecticut's CAIIt ozone season NOx budget based on the information provided 
in this letter. 

General Concsrxa About CA1rR 
CT DEP has three general concerns about CAR, which center on the adequacy of the emission 
reductions, the fliel adjustment factor and the "highly cost effective standard", as follows: 

" Inadequate redKclions_. Recognizing that each state must take all appropriate actions to address 
its ozone contributions, EPA finalized CAIR precisely for the purpose of addressing downwind 
transport that contributes significantly to nonattainment in satisfaction of Clean Air Act Section 
110(a)(2)(D) . However, the CATR reductions fall well short of the reductions necessary, and we 
have found available to address 8-hr ozone/precursor transport. CT DEP will address this issue in 
more detail as we move tkbrougb the process of addressing CAIIt and meeting the intended goals. 

" Fuel adiustrtterit factor. A second general concern regarding CAIR is the application of a fuel 
adjustment factor (1~'AF) to the final budget determinations. The FAF in effect "penalizes" states 
that burn cleaner fuels by lowering such states' CAIR budgets and "rewards" states that burn 
dirtier fuels by increasinng such states' CAIIt budgets. The FAF is particularly troublesome given 
the inadequate notice of its application in the final CAIR. 
~iF~ cost e�H`'Icgve standard Finally, CT DF.P disagrees with the assertion that the emission 
reductions reyuiremetits assigned to the States need only be based on control measures known to 
be "highly cost effective" for electric generating units (EGUs) . Given the wide availability of 
cost effective controls, a more appropriate cost standard applied across the CAIR region would 
enable the CAIR program to more likely reach the intended goal of reducing transport, as 
necessary to attain the 8-hour ozone national ambient air quality standaud. 

Despite these general concerns about the final rule, we recognize the need to move forward to implement 
CAIR and request your assistance on the following three issues in order to do so . 
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" Potential AonlfcaNftv of CAIR to Mwicfoal Waste Combustors (MWCs). As published, CAIR 
applies to municipal waste combustor (MWC) units attached to a generator with a capacity 
greater than 25 MW. However, these MWC units an not NOx SIP Call units, and therefore EPA 
did not take into account the emissions from the MWCs in developing Connecticut's CAIR 
budget . While EPA staff have indicated that a rulemaldng will be forthcoming to exempt MWC 
units from CArR, if such an action does not tale place, EPA should re-calculate Connecticut's 
CAIR budget (and all other states with CAYR applicable MWCs), taking the N,1WCs into 
consideration. 

" Use ofEPA's NOx SIP Cart Bud 
Ozons _Season ,NOx BudFet. Connecticut's CAIR ozone season NOx budget is based on EPA's 
1999 NOx SIP Call Budget that was never used in implementing the NOx SIP Call budget 
program in Connecticut. CT DEP urges EPA to revisit the derivation of Comnectieut's CAIR 
ozone season NOx budget and consider allocating a more appropriate CAIR budget for 
Connecticut, consistent with the concerns that led to the reallocation of the 1999 NOx SIP Call 
Budget among Connecticut Massachusetts and Rhode Island through a Memorandum of 
Understanding . 

" Ditcnepancer Between tJw Sources EPA and CT Have Idendfed wa Subiect to 'AIR At the 
rune 1, 2005 CAIR workshop in New York City, one of EPAs presentation slides identifies 56 
potential EGUs in Connecticut's CAYR seasonal program and four potential non-EGU& in the 
Connecticut CAIR seasonal program. However, EPA's definition of EGU in CAIR suggests that 
them are 32 EGUs (including .Algonquin Power, Capitol District and AfiS Thames) and 27 
srnallhtoaa-EGUs. EPA indicated that states should provide notification if said presentation slide 
is inaccurate. See attached Appendix with a=aate information. 

CT DEp is hopeful that you will agree to the need to revisit Connecticut's CAIR ozone season NOx 
budget calculation method and final value and that EPA will work with us to take into account the 
information provided here. In addition, to provide the necessary information for planning and the 
required 2006 CAIIt compliance plan filing, EPA should expeditiously provide information regarding the 
applicability issues . 

If you or members of your staff have any questions regarding this letter, please do not hesitate to contact 
me or Anne Gobin, Chief, Bureau of Air Management at 860-42Q-3026. Thank you. 

cc : Crina McCarthy 
Sam Napolitano 
Robert Varney 
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Usa o, EPA's NOx SLP Cah «deet Ftnafted in 1999 aa the Basis f-~r Conriectlmt's CALR Ozone 
Seaaon NOx Bud~et 
Connecticut's ozone season NOx budget in EPA's final NOx SIP Call rule was predicated on 1998 
Integrated Planning Model (IPM) findings that there would be negative electric generating unit (EW 
growth (i .e., the shutdown of operating units and no new unit construction) in Connecticut through 2006 . 
After publication of the final NOx SIP Call rule, Connecticut approached EPA with concerns about the 
size of the EtIU portion of Connecticut's SIP Call budget due to the inaccuracies of forecasting now 
growth using IPM on such a small geographic scale. EPA, Connecticut, Massachusetts and Rhode Island 
agreed as to the need to reallocate the EOU budgets for all three states, snd, in 1999, signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that agreed to redistribute the EOU portion of the cobabnned 
budget and the combined compliance supplement pool for the three states . The MOU increased 
Connecticut's final NOx SIP Call budget and deereased Massachusetts' and Rhode Island's final NOx 
SIP Call budgets. Thus, through this MOU budget adjushnetxt, EPA acknowledged that the 1998 IPM run 
was not appropriate to a geographic area as small as Connecticut. 

Actual data show that, indeed, the 1998 IPM run was faulty in predicting negative EGU growth in 
Connecticut. While three units totaling 194 MW did cease operations in 1998 and 19991 four new plants 
totaling 1926 MW have commenced operations in Connecticut since 199811999? While the use of the 
IPM growth rates is troublesome for its inaccuracies -- inaccuracies that were previously acimowledged 
by EPA - the use of growth rates is also contrary to EPA's treatment of other state's CAIR budget 
development. In CAM EPA remarks conceraing state budget development ". ..that methods involving 
State-specific growth rates present certain challenges due to the inherent difficulties in predicting State-
specific growth in heat input over a lengthy period, especially for jurisdictions that are only a part of a 
larger regional electric power dispatch region ."3 The rule tbtther states that " . . . setting budgets using a 
heat input approach, without a growth adjustment, is fair, would be simpler and would involve less risk of 
resulting litigation. "` .Nonetheless, EPA used growth rates inherent in IPM in choosing Connecticut's 
CAIR ozone season NOx budget . Since EPA, Connecticut, Massachusetts and Rhode Island previously 
acknowledged that the three-state MOU rectified an fnherent problem in the original NOx SIP Call 
budgets, the MOU budget numbers, 1n;stead of the NCx SIP Call budget numbers, should have been used 
in EPA's CAIIZ budget calculations. 

To determine Connecticut's NOx ozone season budget in the final CAIIt, EPA considered two separate 
budgets: (1) a budget calculated in accordance with the methodology descnbed in CAIR; and (2) 
Connecticut's NOx SIP Call budget, adjusted to take into account only CAIR-defined units but not 
adjusted to reflect the MOU budget that replaced the NOx SIP Call budget. EPA chose the lower value --
the NOx SIP Call derived number adjusted to remove EGUs < 25 MW, but not adjusted per the MOU 
(2559 tons) -- as the final CAIR ozone season budget . Connecticut's final CAIR ozone season bTOx 
budget -also differed substantially from that in the proposed rule, which was calculated using yet a 

The dtree units that shut down were South Meadows 15 (40 MW), Bridgeport Harbor 1 (85 MW) and 
Middletown 1(69 MW). 

Tlre four new EGU facilities are Bridgeport Energy (340 MW), Milford Power (544 MW), Wallingford 
Energy (250 MW) and I.pke Road Generating (792 MW). 

70 FR 25231. 
4 Id. 



different method . Therefore, CT DEP had no formal opportunity to comment on the revised methodology 
ox the final Connecticut budget size. 

CT DEP urges EPA to revisit the derivation of Connecticut's CAIR ozone season NOx budget and 
consider allocating a more appropriate CAIIt budget for Connecticut, while maintaining the CAIR 
regionwide budget. 

Lisc er_mcfes Batwen the Smrces EPA Has Idcnaified as Sttbfect to CAIR and the Sorttm CT DEP 
No Iden dW 
EPA's original NOx SIP Call budget for Connecticut is also inappropriate for use as a CA1R budget 
because it: 

" Fails to include many of Cotmecticut's finalized NOx SIP Call program peaking unitss and 
industrial units6 which together totaled approximately 193 tons in 2004; 

" Includes units that are not in Connecticut's finalized NOx SIP Call program' or are retired, 
together totaling approximately 122 tons ; and 
Fails to include as existing units Bridgeport Energy's units, which became operational in 
1998 and1,999 . 

CT DEF suggests that EPA resolve these discrepancies, taking into consideration the information 
provided herein. 

s 

~Terminal, Middletown 14, $ranford 10, Devon io and Tunnel. 
Indus~al Units: Sprague and Pfizer . 

Peakmg Uarts: Bridgeport 4, 9-OS Cob 11 & 12, Norwalk 10, So . Meadow 12A & 1211,7 ocnngton 

' Units not in NOx SIP Call : Waste MgzntINew Milford Lnndfill, G. Fox Cogen. Proj . and Hartford Hospital 
CCF_ 

Retired Units- Pierce 2 & 3, English 13 and 14, Middletown X and Bridgeport Harbor 1 . 
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